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 Business is hard enough as it is. As an operator who has gone to the trouble and expense of having a wine/
beer/liquor license, you owe it to your business to maximize having it and satisfying what your customers want 
while making a nice profit. 
 Other than the nuances of some mixed drinks and some of the specialization of craft beer that may seem 
to mirror wine, beer and liquor are generally more approachable or understandable generally than wine with one 
very important added factor. Preservation is almost a built in factor for beer and liquor. 
Beer is consumed one of several ways. When drunk from cans or bottles, they are generally consumed in their 
entirety or, if from the tap, they are aided by being stored and chilled in a keg container. For liquor, there tends to 
be a much slower degradation due to the nature of the product itself and it is therefore self preserved. Beer and 
liquor rarely go bad and if there is a problem, it is usually due to a more significant problem than simple spoilage 
such as badly sanitized equipment. 
 Wine on the other hand can be an issue unless quality preservation is used. Wine, once open, does change 
due to the process known as oxidation. It is what makes an apple turn brown or iron turn to rust and it can have a 
very negative impact on the flavor or quality of the wine. Add to that, the wide variety of options in taste, color and 
size not to mention price points and it is no wonder operators and consumers alike, whether buying or selling, find 
selection and choice often a challenge. 
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 However, at a +/- 65% gross margin with nothing to do but pour, coupled with consumer interest and 
demand, you MUST find a way to make it work. Thanks to wine preservation, YOU have the opportunity to take 
control and make it a reality. 
 Once identified and understood, wine preservation becomes one of the very few operational components 
that not only saves money by preventing loss, but also increase revenue by allowing operators to satisfy customer 
wants and interest to enjoy more and better wines.  Instead of thinking of managing your wine inventory, use 
quality wine preservation to market it. 
 In follow up articles and/or seminar sessions that you may be interested to attend, I’ll present on several 
different related topics. One session will be to understand oxidation and about the various forms of preservation to 
be aware of including each of their pros and cons. Another session with some actual successful results/data noted 
success as well as planning for hypothetical and/or projected sales opportunities and essentially “plan for success”.  
There will also be a session on ideas and tactics for wine marketing (and it’s not about picking the perfect wine) .. 
there is more fun, business and profit to it than that). 
 
Gary Gottfried  is the Founding Principal of Crosslink Marketing  LLC and has over 30 years in the food and wine industry. He consults for the 
Specialty Food Association based in NYC and Chairs their Food Service Council.  He is also a partner in Silvadore Brands, a wine essentials 
company. He can be reached at (440) 463-4663 and gary@xlinkmarketing.com. 

IMPORTANT OPERATOR ISSUES TO OVERCOME 
 
As an operator your business: 
  
1.…. is slower some days of the week than others (some busy business clientele, dinner only, or some 
weekend focused) or even more concerning, that you may be closed, "dark", or inactive a day or two or 
more a week (private clubs,, convention center, stadium, theater).   

 
2. …. subject to seasonality or weather (i.e. beach, golf course, ski resort, etc) – just exactly when 
does the transition occur? How to maximize a longer than expected season or handle a shorter one 
without waste. 
 
3. … has a limited variety of wines or has a ceiling on price point - you know you could sell more a 
certain times but think it is too risky 

 

4. … you have multiple bar serving areas for wine and inventory turns are different at each one (i.e. 
full service hotels, casinos, large banquet facilities), plus each has it’s own P&L 

 

5. … is limited on promotional opportunities - like to capture more wine sales or take advantage of a 
deal, but you are unsure of sales volume. 
 
6.  … is in need to unload inventory - have a large volume of dollars tied up in wines that are too 
expensive to "turn" by the bottle and choking your inventory dollars that could be spent on other 
products.   


